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Malrrnc rcfrigeratio[l is Lhe use of a liquid near i(.s critical point.,

without. evapor~tio~], as working f]ujd in a regcnerat]ve. or recuperative

refrlgera[tnrl cycle such as Lhc St!rling and BrayLon cycles. Its pot.entlal

advan[.a~es frrcludc compactness, efficiency, an el~vir<]rlmt~r}tal.l,y henlgn workin~

fluid, and reasonable COSL. one Malone rcfrlgernt[on Is s[Ich n new, relatively

\ll)(’X~lOli’d IC(tlnology tll:lt 111(? pot(!IIt [al f“c,r {IIV[’11[ IOIIS lcacilny, t.o improvf:mcnts
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Gregory V. Swift
Condensed Matter and Thermal Physics Group

Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545 USA

ABSTRACT

Malone refrigeration is the use of a liquid near its critical point,
without evaporation, as working fluid in a regenerative or recuperative
refrigeration cycle such as the Stirling and Brayton cycles. It’s potential
advantages include compactness, efficiency, an environmentally benign working
fluid, and reasonable cost. One Kalone refrigerator has been built and
studied; two ❑ore are under construction. Malone refrigeration is such a new,
relatively unexplored technology that the potential for inventions leading to
improvements in efficiency and simplicity is very high.

TECHNOLOGYDESCRIPTION

As recently as 10 years ago, only a few experts appreciated the
disastrous consequences of stratospheric ozone depletion by intanufacturcd
halogcnatwi chemicals such as Chl{)r(jfluf)rocarbolls (CFCS). Of the common uses
of CFCS, the usc as a refrigerant in refrigerators and air conditioners has
been the most difficult to tiliminate, in part bccausc CFC-based coolin $ systems
arc reasonably efficient. Coolin systems use about 20X of the nation s

!electricity, most of which is pro uccd by burning fossil fuels; clearly
coolinq systcm cfflcicncy has a major greenhouse ga~ impact. These ronccrns
are [;t~mulating research into a variety of alternative. cooling technologies.

Onc nw cooling technology is Malone rcfrigcrmtion, the usc of the
cooling mccompmnying the cxp[~nsion of a liquid, without, (’vaporat,ion. U(’ Chosr
the nam(! Ma]on(! r(!frig(’ ration in honor of John Ualonc (ltit+() 1950), who inv(:ut(vi
heat cnginrs that IIS(’ t,hv cxpmns ion of ]iqui (is without evaporation.
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liquid met,als -- are similar to that of COZ, when plotted against coordinates
normalized by the critical temperature TC~it and critical pressure Pcrit .
Thus, for a wide range of temperature near and below TCri~, T/3 ifi large enough
to make liquids useful singlephase refrigerants.

A second important property is the isothermal compressibility ~t. The
dashed lines in Fig. 1 show FKt for C02 over the same range of P and T. Again,
the values are similar for other liquids. For ideal gases, PKL = 1; liquids
have P~t < 0.1 in the range where T/3 w 1. This low compressibility gives
liquids several advantages (particularly in comparison with ideal-gas-Stirling
refrigerators) . Most importantly, it keeps adiabatic temperature changes and
attendant losses low. Additionally, it enables large pressure changes (to
which cooling power is proportional) to be achieved with ❑odest fractional
volume changes of the liquid. This feature can be put to practical use in two
ways: cylinders and associated mechanical components can be simplified and
made smaller, md,’or ❑ore fluid volume can be permitted in the heat exchangers
and regenerator.

Next, we consider the volumetric specific heat at constant pressure, pcl,,
w~lich is much larger for liquids than for gases, because the density 1s much
larger. Liquid’s volumetric specific heat, times a mere l°C temperature
change, is even lar er than the latent heat per unit vapor volume of

fconventional CFC re rigerants. This leads to a great, qualitative difference
b~!twccn heat exchangers for liquids and those for gases or gas liquid mixtures.
To transfer a

f
iv(!n amount of heat from a liquid requires less volumetric

displacement o the liquid through the heat exchanger, so that less mechanical
power is required tf~ pump the liquid through the exchangur. Also, the
excharlgcr can bc made very small if it exchanges the heat to another liquid
strclam.
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Liquids are thermodynamically effective just below their critical
temperatures. Most simple hydrocarbons, fluorocarbons, and
chlorofluorocarbons, with critical temperatures somewhat above room
temperature, are effective as liquids near room temperature. We list only a
few here. Coz is most attractive, because it is nontoxic, nonflammable, and
environmentally acceptable. But its critical temperature (304.2 K is a little
too low for highest efficiency operation. iDilute solutions of met yl alcohol,
ethyl alcohol, acetone, or S02 in carbon dioxide have higher critical
temperatures and hence greater inherent efficiency, but sacrifice some safety.
SF6 and various ozone-safe fluorocarbons including C3F6, perfluorocyclobutane,
and HFC-134a, and mixtures thereof, also have appropriate critical
temperatures, and can be used at lower pressures than carbon dioxide; however,
these are less attractive because they are moderately toxic and/or are

f
reexhouse gases. Propane and propylene are also attractive except for their
lammability.

The first experimental Malone refrigerator, built and studied at Los
Alamos In the 1980s, was designed for systematic study of the use of liquids in
a Stirling cycle. We used liquid propylene (C3Hb; TC~it = 365 K, PC~it =
45.6 bar) at an average pressure of 100 bar and at temperatures near room
temperature, just below its critical temperature. The machine was water
cooled, and operated at speeds up to 5 Hz, with heat flows up to about 1 kli,
temperature differences up to W K, and shaft powers up to a few hundred watts.

This apparatus, ~hown schematically in Fig. 2, was designed for
versatility, understandability, easy diagnostics, and easy modification,
without much concern for its efficiency, size, cost, or reliability. Hence it
included several features that would never be found in a practical device. The
piston and displacer strokes and time phasing between them, which controlled
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propylene displacement and pressure changes, could be adjusted using mechanisms
within the crankshaft. Also, valves were connected in parallel with heat ex-
changers and regenerators. By opening these valves we could let the propylene
bypass the heat exchange components, to distinguish between thermodynamic and
frictional effects in operation. The engine was instrumented very extensively.

Generally, measurements of thermodynamic effects agreed with calculations
based on component geometry and known properties of propylene; for example,
the heat pumped at zero temperature difference was equal to rT~fPaVa, where f
is frequency and Pa and Va are the amplitudes of the pressure and volumetric
displacement. At its most efficient operating point as a heat pump, the first
Malone refrigerat~r had a second-law efficiency of 0.2, not including motor
inefficiency. These results are discussed in detail in Ref. 1.

APPLICATION

Because of the high heat capacity per unit volume of liquid working
fluids, we expect Malone refrigeration to be most compact when heat source,
heat sink, or both are also liquids, such as water. Hence, the most probable
applications would include ground-coupled heat pumping and assorted medium- and
large-scale refrigeration, air-conditioning, and heat pumping applications such
as air conditioning of large buildings.

BENEFITS

Malone refrigeration is environmentally benign. It’s workin fluid, COZ,
fis a substance that occurs naturally in quantities so large that t e impact of

its usc by the refrigeration industry would bc nc li~ible.
i A

We each exhale 2
pounds of C02 pcr day!) Methanol or cth,anol mixc with the 02 would also be
ust!d and released in quantities far smaller than are used in other industries.
Materials and fabrication techniques used to build Ualonc refrigeration systems
are also ~)nvirorim(~rit,ally benign.

When used in a liquid to liquid application such us water cooled water
chilling, Ha]onc refrigeration syst(!ms should t)c much more compact than
ViipOr compression systems, t)ccausc of thv small !$iz(l of th(i h:’at) (!XChU~(!l”S.2

m’ first MalOIIc r(’frigcrwtor, whi c}) was not oi)tj imi i-cd i n ;lny way, ha~ a
srri)nd law cffirirncy of ().2, n{)!, including mOtOr incfficirni’y. (Illr pr(!scnt
design calculalion~ for larger, f rce pi Ht,on systems show that th(! S(!coll(! law
efficivr)cy can t)c ovrr ().4, including mOtor inrfficirncy, in low cost, dc~igns
with mas~ no gr(’;lt,vr t,h:~l~ I() kg/kW, compxrd)le t,() the v;il II(:S of t,odily’s
lilrg(’ SCiil(! v;q)or compt~’ssion” water cooled” wat,cr chillers. ‘rhos(Icon(\IilW

rfficicncy of t,hr fund;unrnt,ul cyclca iti in tjhr riil~g(’ () .[; to ().8, m that

cfficivnc]cs il~)pl’oill’hi Ilg this rang(’ iipp(’ilr poSS il)l (’ foI” l:~rgc, compl rx sytit. cms
(’ost,illg tii~llifi(’ilnf, ]y m(ll”f.: t.hiin to(l;ky’~ vil~)or (’om~)r(’SSi(’il !iyEt,(’m S.

TIN:IINI(:AI,ISSII!IX

w(t m{)st im~)ort,;u)t imm(’di;lt.v tt’(hnir;kl (“h;l!l~’i]~v is t,hv domonst,r;lt” i~}n of
a hlalon(” x.(’fli~f’l:ktoi. with (’fficimcy (’olnpilr:it)l(” t,() tllatj of (“t)tlv(’t]t,iol):kl
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cooling systems, in an embodiment that is reasonably simple.

If that challenge is successfully met, a large number of additional
problems remain to be solved. Some are general; others will be very
application- specific. We list a few representative examples here.

‘I’he best thermodynamic cycle for Malone refrigeration has not yet been
determined. Allen et ala list Brayton, Stirling, Malone, and Stirling-Malone
as candidates, but each has at least one practical disadvantage, such as the
need for automatic valves (B?, M, SM), the difficulty of building
high-effectiveness high-pressure counterflow heat exchangers (B, M), the need
to keep total entrained fluid volume small (S, M, Sll), and inability to locate
heat exchangers remote from mechanical components (S, M, Sti).

Details of regeneration when the fluid’s specific heat per unit mass is
pressure dependent are not dell understood.

Design of low-cost heat exchangers that take advanta e of the Malone
frefrigerator’s potential for compactness without risk of p ugging or fouling of

the water passages appears challenging.

A much better design technique than that outlined in Ref. 1 is needed.

Understanding of tradeoffs in choice of ❑echanical configuration is
re uired.

!
The multiplicity of gas-Stirling configurations, each offering

di ferent advantages of simplicity, vibration balancing, torque smoothing,
compactness, hermeticity, etc., is indicative of the complexity this issue
holds for Malone refrigeration.

The best working fluid may be a mixture of environmentally benign fluids;
if so, thermophysical properties (especially viscosity and thermal
conductivity

1
of such mixtures at pressures above vapor pressure are probably

not yet avai able.

lXXINOMICS

V(>expect the production costs of Malone refrigeration systems to bc
comparable to those of exist,ing r(*fri cration svstems.

?
The design calculations

on which our n(!w Hmall Malone cooler se(: below) arc I)ascd predict that large
systems, with second law efficiencies over 0.4, have systcm masses of about,
10 kg/kW, comparabl(~ to t,hose of large vaporcomprcssion systems. The
matcrii~l~ used arc commoni)lacc and in(:xp(:n~ivc: mostly steel, with some
stainlrss st,t;cl and motor materials such as copper. FiLt)riCiltiOIl techniques W(!
mrc using arc st,r:~i[{l]t,forwar(i, and r(’quir(’m(!nt~ on (iirn(’nsional tolt!rii.IIC(!S arc
mo(l(’~t.

‘1’I’XHINOLOGY[IUTI,(I(IK
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The Los Alamos propylene machine was the first Malone refrigerator.

Second DrototvDes are now under construction at Los Alamos and at the Naval
Sulfate’Warfa~e Center at Annapolis.4 Funding levels permit less than one full
time pe~con to work on each of these projects.

At Los A~2mS, tile new Malone refrigerator will use C02 or C02-alcohol as
working fluid. We picked the Stirling cycle instead of the Brayton cycle to
avoid diff~cult construction of the Brayton’s counterflow heat exchanger and
expander, even though it is much easie; to calculate performance of a Brayton
system and it seems likely that the Brayton cycle would permit hi her
efficiency. We picked the linear, ffree-piston configuration to e iminate
bearings subject to hi h forces.

f
We chose a hermetic desigm since the

operating pressure wil be well above 100 bar and COZ’S viscosity is 10 times
lower than that of water. We are constructing a small machine, to operate near
5 Hz at up to 2 kli of cooling power.

At Annapolis, the much larger Malone machine under construction will use
C02 as working fluid in a Brayton cycle, with cooling power up to 40 kW.
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